
ggt5® arctic gator™ 4031
The synthesis of the most advanced HexArmor® 
technologies shouldn’t only be available at room 
temperature. That’s why we took the industry’s highest 
level of cut protection and impact resistance, combined 
them, and added layers of Hipora® and C40 Thinsulate.™ 
Now your gloves can combat challenging conditions while 
your hands stay safe. The GGT5® Arctic Gator™ 4031 gives 
you Level 5 cut protection on the palm and fingers, with an additional reinforcing 
layer of TP-X™ technology for high grip and durability. The Hi-Vis back-of-hand supports our IR-X™ 
impact-resistant exoskeleton, so your entire hand is guarded from smash injuries down to each 
knuckle. All of this is achieved while maintaining the highest movement allowance, so your 
dexterity is preserved and you can face the cold with confidence.



Iron/Steel/Tool

PVC Grip Dots
Drilling Mud
Surface OBM Grit

SuperFabric® Guardplates

Glove Shell
SuperFabric® Guardplates

Friction Reducers

Iron/Steel/Tool

GGT5® 4020X
SuperFabric® Guardplates
bite through and channel
away lubricant, creating a 
“snow tire” effect. This gives 
the user the ability to grip oily 
or lubricated parts and tools.

MUD 4021X
Surface wicks away lubricant, 
leaving particles that create 
friction and improve grip on 
metal tools.

Iron/Steel/Tool

Drilling Mud
Surface OBM Grit

SuperFabric® Guardplates

ARCTIC GATOR™ 4031
Surface wicks away lubricant, 
leaving particles that create 
friction and improve grip on 
metal tools.

Surface wicks away 
lubricant, leaving particles 
that create friction and 
improve grip on metal tools.

Call 1-877-MY ARMOR or visit hexarmor.com
HexArmor products are cut and Puncture–resistant, NOT CUT AND PUNCTURE PROOF. Do not use 
with moving or serrated blades or tools.  User shall be exclusively responsible to assess the suitability 
of the product as specified for any individual application or use. Protection zones are to be used as a 
general guide.  Actual product protection zones may differ.

Protected by patents and patents pending
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• Dynamic combination of Hipora® and C40 Thinsulate™ interior 
   liners provide resistance against water and the cold

• SuperFabric® palm provides ISEA Level 5 cut resistance and maintains 
   the highest level of protection available in the industry (interior layer)

• Durable TP-X™ palm reinforcement utilizes the highest-level abrasion 
   resistance while maintaining oil-resistant grip (exterior layer)

• Full impact-resistant exoskeleton with high-performance IR-X™ smash 
   guards provides greater impact protection than the leading competitor

• Exterior seams implement a double stitched core-spun thread, 
   adding further durability and longevity

• Breathable SlipFit® cuff adds comfort and convenience

• Hi-Vis color scheme increases visual awareness

• Machine washable
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If you believe there is no excuse for cold, slow hands on the job 
site, then your PPE should agree. The GGT5 Arctic Gator™ 4031 
gives you industry-leading cut protection and impact resistance, 
with interior Hipora® and Thinsulate™ liners, saving your hands from 
both weather and worksite hazards.

ggt5® arctic gator™ 4031


